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ABSTRACT

The phase mixing of shear Alfven waves is discussed as a current sheets crossover

phenomena by using the well-behaved time dependent solution of the Alfven wave equa-

tion. This method is a more direct approach than the initial value problem technique to

find the collistonless damping time of the surface waves, which as it represents the co-

herency loss is argued to be the phase mixing time. The phase mixing time obtained by

both the methods compares well. The direct method however, has an advantage that no

particular profile for the magnetic field variation need to be chosen and secondly the phase

mixing time and the time scale for which the resistivity effects become important can be

expressed conveniently in terms of Alfven transit times before crossover.
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The Alfven wave equation governing the dynamics of an ideal MHD system in the

presence of inhomogeneous magnetic fields with variation in the direction perpendicular

to the plane of the magnetic field has been extensively studied both by normal mode

analysis and as an initial value problem (Hasegawa and Uberoi, 1982). The time-dependent

solutions, however, have been found asymptotically (Uberoi, 1972; Steinlofson, 1984) or

for very specific initial conditions (Lau, 1979; Uberoi, 198S; Hasegawa, King and Assis,

1983). Recently, Uberoi and Sedlacek (1992) have given an integrodifferential formulation

for this equation and constructed a time dependent solution for very genera] smooth initial

conditions. The main aim of this note is to discuss this solution to understand the well-

known phenomenon of phase mixing of Alfven waves in sheared magnetic fields as a current

sheets crossover phenomena (Uberoi, 1992). The phase mixing time compares very well

with that obtained by using the initial value approach. The initial value problem gives the

dissipationless damping time of the collective Alfven surface modes which as it represents

the coherency loss is argued (Ionson, 1978) to be the phase mixing time.

The equations for an ideal incompressible fluid of constant, uniform density are

div V = 0 ,

^ - = - — grad P + —— (curl H) x H ,

Jjt pQ 4^T/3Q

-s— = curl (V x H), div H = 0 .

(1)

The variation in the static magnetic fields is assumed to be perpendicular to the

plane in which the field lines lie. Then,

H0(x) = HOy(x)y + HOl(x)z .

This is consistent with the initial equilibrium state of the system

VJ>(= 0), po(= const), Pa + (|#0
2 |/8TT) (= consi) .

Writing V = Vo + v =- v, H — HQ + h, P = Pa -f p, where v,h, and p are

perturbed quantities, for the given initial magnetic field configuration after linearizing,

Eqs.(l) combine to give

d2v fio-h (2)

Following the analysis given by Hasegawa and Uberoi (1982) Eq.(2) can be put

in the form



where vx is the velocity component along the direction in which the magnetic field varies.
Turning to the Fourier analysis of Eq.(3), we take the space dependence as exp[i(kyy + kzz)]
and writing vx = d£T/dt the equation satisfied by ( l t ( i , fcs,A:,i), the Fourier transform of
£i with respect to y and z, is found to be

I [(& ••*->)£] -•(£••*.>)<..-.
where

and

Following Uberoi and Sedlacek (1992) the integrodifferential formulation of Eq.(4)
can be written as

where ek(x,t) —
dx

Eq.(5) has to be solved with boundary conditions.

ek(x,t) —> 0 as \x\ —> <x>

and initial conditions:

[ci(x,()] i =o = 0(x, k) and

where | 0 ( J , A ) | and | ^ ( , r t ) | —+ 0 as \x\ —> co.

(6)

Eq.(5) shows on the left-hand side the coupling of surface waves to the local
Alfven oscillations arising due to the inhomogeneous Alfven frequency IAIA(X) appearing on
the right-hand side of this equation.

The time-dependent solution of (5) as obtained by Uberoi and Sedlacek (1992)
can be written as:

f- k \ 3-1 * ) — —Ĵ  ^ Ifl f X , fc) COS It i

f' sin(t - r)

k)
uA(x)

/
Jo

(7)

where
~l ZT~ ...)ek0(x,t) .

eko(x, t) is the first two terms of the solution in (6). Z is an integral operator with kernel
Q(x,t) (Sedlacek, 1971). T is the operator [d"1 fdt2 + u2

A{x)}.

Using (7) we calculate the current density 7. For simplicity we take A: = (0, fc,

so that HBk = H0(x)k and div /; = 0 gives

~ + ik hy = 0 .

The current density using Eq.(8) is then given as:

4w7 = V x h •-

As

hx = i Ba(x) k £z = (4IT/J)1''2 iaj^(ar)^ ,

(8)

(9)

(10)

dx dx dx2

(11)

Using Eq.(7) we find

+ 9(x,k)coB[uA(x}t]\

+ terms showing no increase with t .

(12)

From Eq.(12) we see that J , has terms which show that the amplitude of Jz increases
linearly with time t for all values of x in the interval in which magnetic field varies contin-
uously.

We define uA(x0) =

x = io> therefore is given as

at general point x = x0. The initial current density at

. = ldB0(x)
[ dx dx

(13)

where
dx [ dx

Eq.(12) can be written as

J , {d uA

(14)



Eq.(14) indicates linear temporal growth of the current density perturbation am-
plitude, so that the linear theory assumption \J,/j2o\ <£ 1 will ultimately be violated. This
effect points out the crossover of the current sheets from one initial location to another.
The time to crossover is given by \JijjtQ\ Rs 1 or

1
dx [d/dx In wA(x)]I=I

[ d
— In
dx

, where now a will represent the scale length of

magnetic field variation, we get the phase mixing time as

dx
(15)

Each current sheet will oscillate with its local Alfven frequency wA(x) for t < tp but after
time t > tp, the current sheets begin to crossover and get phase mixed.

The initial value problem gives the collisionless damping rate of the Alfven surface
waves. The damping time of surface waves was pointed out by Ionson (1978) to be equal to
the phase mixing time in an ideal plasma. The damping rate of collisionless absorption of
surface waves in inhomogeneous plasmas has been calculated by many authors with varying
assumptions. A typical value of collisionless damping time tp as obtained by initial value
approach can be written as:

tp a(ka k± V vA)~l . (16)

Here k± is the wave number transverse to the magnetic field direction and VvA is the
variation in the Alfven speed.

Eqs.(15) and (16) show that the phase mixing time obtained by the initial value
approach, from the surface wave absorption frequency agrees well with the direct method
of finding tp by using the time-dependent solution of the Alfven wave equation.

Finally, we point out that the phase mixing time tp given by Eq.(15) can be
expressed in terms of the number of Alfven transit times before the crossover:

(17)

The regions in which d LOA/dx is small, NA is large; the current sheet oscillates many times
before crossover. For large duiAjdx, NA becomes small and phase mixing takes place over
a shorter period of time.

Resistivity Effects:

Time-dependent solutions of the Alfven wave equation have also been found in
the presence of finite conductivity (Kappraff and Tataronis, 1977; Steinlofson, 1984). These
authors find a time scale t = t^ such that for t < th the MHD resistive system behaves
like ideal MHD and the resistive effects become important for t > t^.

Considering the analysis by Kappraff and Tataronis (1977) the value of th for a
general magnetic field profile and at a general point x = x0 is given as:

tk =
B dx

using the value of tf in Eq.(15) we can write

-2/3

which gives

where t/j = a? jrj, S is the Lundquist number and NA is the number of Alfven transit time,
before the phase mixing occurs.

The time scale t^ therefore not only depends on the 1/3 power of the Lundquist
number as usually pointed out in the literature, mainly because of the choice of a linear
profile for the Alfven wave frequency but also on the number of oscillations made by a
current sheet before phase mixing takes over. The larger the magnetic field gradients
around any point x — x0, the shorter is the time <*.

The direct method to find the phase mixing time for Alfven waves as used here
has a great advantage that it does not use the surface wave concept and hence no particular
choice of the Alfven frequency profile is necessary at any point of analysis. We believe that
this approach also gives a better insight into the basic physics of the phenomena of phase
mixing of shear Alfven waves.
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